1997 Residents-As-Teachers Conferences
(Offered by MMC Dept. of Medical Education)

Can Learning Occur On Work Rounds?
(Work Rounds Management)

What's In A Question?
(Questioning Techniques in Teaching)

Teaching Is Not Just Talking
(Communication Dynamics Between Teacher and Learner)

If You Don't Know Where You're Going, You'll Never Get There
(Designing Learning Goals)

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
(Personality Types and Learning Styles)

Getting It All Together
(Preparing for a Presentation)

What Are "Teachable Moments"?
(Recognizing and Creating Opportunities for Learning)

TQM
(Teaching and Total Quality Management)

The One-Minute Resident Teacher
(Microskills for Teaching)

Exit Rounds
(Reflective Learning in Medicine)